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Heavy-Duty Truck Idling Characteristics
Results from a Nationwide Truck Survey
Nicholas Lutsey, Christie.,JoyBrodrick, Daniel Sperling, and Carollyn Oglesby
Heavy-duty
sumption,
alternatives
auxiliary

truck engine idling results in significant
emissions, noise, and engine maintenance.

government are in conflict, idling alternatives are being actively
sought by both groups. The lrocking industry seeksto reduce idling
to lower fuel consumption and reduce engine maintenance, and local
and state public agencies have enacted idling restrictions and bans
to reduce emissions (2, 3). The 2001 proposed national energy program of the Bush administration targeted idling lrocks as a means of
reducing petroleum use (and emissions) (4). Cooperative industrygovernment working groups are being formed to address idling, but
deliberations are hindered by uncertainty about the extent and severity
of the problem.
This paper builds on an Argonne National Laboratory study of
technology alternatives to idling (5); various studies of idling
emissions (6-12); and the authors' previous work on the potential
use, benefits, and requirements of fuel cell auxiliary power units

costs, fuel conTwo promising

to idling, grid connection ("shore power")

and onboard

power units (APUs), are being pursued by industry and gov-

ernment. Their attractiveness is uncertain, however, because of limited
information

about truck operations and driver behavior. A nationwide

survey of long-haul truck drivers was conducted to characterize truck
operations and driver behavior better. Key variables included usage
rates for accessories, duration of idling, and engine speed at idle. It was
found that long-haul truck engines idled for an average of 34% of total
engine run time, roughly 1,700 h per truck annually. But these averages
are deceptive. Approximately

10% of drivers reported idling 10% or

less of engine run time, while another 100;" reported idling more than
540;" of engine run time, with differences related to season, truck ownership, company idling strategies, and driver

experience. The mean

(APUs) (7, 13-17). ThestateofNewYork,amongothers,isresearching and demonstrating the potential of grid connections atlrock SlOps
(referred to as "shore power") (18, 19).
The potential benefits for idling alternatives, such as APUs and
shore power, are highly dependent on truck operation and driver
behavior. Variables such as number of idling trucks, idling duration, idling locations, and idle accessoryuse must be quantified. Representative nationwide data on idling duration have not been available,
but industry data indicate that idling duration varies with seasonand
route (5). Several groups have made statistically nonrigorous estimations of aggregate average idling duration (/5,17,20), butquantitative evidence of how idling duration varies with respect to driver
traits and driving parameters has been missing. In January 2003, the
authors conducted a nationwide survey to characterize lrock idling
and the market for idling alternatives. The survey generated detailed
data on ll'uck driver behavior and truck operations related to idling.
This paper discusses survey results concerning fuel consumption,
accessory use, idling duration, and variance, with respect to season,
fleet size, and other factors.

annuaJ fuel used during Idle was estimated to be 1,600 gaJ per year, but
the standard deviation was 1,300. An estimated 25% of drivers consumed more than 2,300 gaJ of fuel during idle (worth more than $3,000
per year in U.S. dollars), and 10% of drivers consumed more than 3,400
gaJ per year. These findings suggest that grid connections and APUs
have the potential to provide large energy, environmental,

and possibly

even economic benefits.

According to the U.S. Department of Commerce's Vehicle Inventory and Use Survey (VIUS), there ~ approximately 400,000 Class
7 and 8 trucks that travel more than 500 mi from their home base on
most trips (I). These trucks, referred to as long-haul tnJcks, generally have sleeper cabs to accommodate the federally mandated truck
driver rest periods. Truck drivers spend most of the year in their
trucks, which are commonly equipped with various "hotel accessories," including appliances and climate control technologies similar to those found in recreational vehicles (RV s). In contrast to RV s,
which often use a propane or diesel-fueled auxiliary power system,
the trucks' main engines are usually idled to provide power for climate control and accessories. Furthermore, the air conditioner is
most often mechanical and belt driven directly off the main engine.
Heavy-duty truck idling is widely recognized as undesirable.
Unlike with many environmental issues in which industry and

RESEARCHMETHOD
Hypotheses Tested
The survey was designedto quantify behavioral and attitudinal
variables. Behavioral variables included vehicle operation time,
idling duration, idling locations, and motivations for idling. The
specific hypothesesthat were testedfor thesebehavioralvariables
are included in Table 1. A future follow-on studywill reporton the
attitudinal variables,which include perceptionsof idling impacts,
opinionson idling-relatedtechnologies,awareness
of idling andidle
reduction devices,and anticipatedfuture purchasingpracticesof
idle reductiondevices.
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TABLE1 BehavioralHypothesesTastedIn Survey

Administration of Survey
A 10-page questionnaire was administered to truck drivers in midJanuary 2003 at six locations across the country by graduate students from the University of California, Davis. The six locations, all
owned by the private truck stop chain, TravelCenters of America,
were Cartersville, Georgia; Columbia, New Jersey; Elgin. lllinois;
Lodi, Ohio; Richmond, Virginia; and Troutdale, Oregon. These locations were chosen on the basis of their high traffic volumes at the
time of surveying. Most of the truck stops dedicate a section of the
facility to services for long-haul truck drivers (e.g., diesel, truck
maintenance, washing facilities, television, and arcade games) and
another section to services for both truck drivers and non-truckdriving patrons (e.g., restaurants, convenience store, and gasoline).
Standing between these sections, our interviewers solicited passing
truck drivers to sit down at booths to take the survey. Generally, drivers filled out the survey at the booth, although some took the survey
to fill out as they ate in the restaurant. The questionnaires took about
20 min to complete, although times ranged from 10 to 50 min. Either
one or two students sat at each of dte locations solici~g drivers to
complete the survey, as well as offering guidance on the meaning of
questions that were unclear to respondents. Incentives for completing the survey included a coupon immediately redeemable for a food
item (soda, coffee, or candy bar) at that truck stop and entry into a
raffle for a $100 gift certificate at Walmart stores. A total of 365 questionnaires were collected, including some that had a small number
of item nonresponses.
The number of completed surveys varied as follows: Cartersville,
Georgia (113 questionnaires); Columbia (10); Elgin (48); Lodi (64);
Richmond (42); and Troutdale (88). The variability largely reflected
the varying number of drivers traveling through each facility because
the residence time of student interviewers was roughly equal at each
site. Responses were lower in Columbia and Richmond because of
snowstonns in the area. More than 50% of drivers spending time
inside each truck stop completed a questionnaire. This high response
rate was attributed partially to the fact that the drivers had mandated
rest periods owing to hours-of-service rules.

Survey Population, Sampling, and Bias
Drivers of long-haul Class 7 and 8 tractors were the targeted population. The vms estimates that there are about 2.4 million Oass 7 and
8 trucks, about 400,00) of which regularly travel more than 500 mi

from the vehicle home base (1). No directory is available for this
population. As a result, and because of the difficulty of creating a
random sample of drivers, a representative sample of high-traffic
truck stops scattered across the United States was selected, and then
as many drivers as possible were interviewed at those sites. The survey locations were selected to capture traffic for the main east-west
and north-south thoroughfares.
Sampling bias resulted from on-site difficulties in sampling drivers,
use of only one brand of truck stop, and failure to survey truck drivers
who do not stop at truckstops. To some extent, sampling bias was mitigated by d1egeographically dispersedsurvey locations and dle largely
national nature of most long-haul drivers (who traverse the nation
and cover hundreds of miles per day).
Response bias may result from the survey's subject matter, the
incentives offered for survey completion, and the written format.
Some of dle subject matter, such as the portions on fuel efficiency
and emission reduction technologies, induced strong responsesrelating to government regulation of trucks from some drivers. Some
individuals may have been more likely to participate in the survey
as a result of the topic, and some not; and some refused becausethey
said it felt like they were taking an exam.
The response rate was enhanced, and response bias reduced, by
the fact that the surveyors were from a university, the survey was
endorsed and funded by a member of the trucking industry (the
truck manufacturer Freightliner LLC), and neutral incentives (snack
coupon and a raffle for gift certificate) were offered.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Comparison of Sample and Population
Vehicle Characteristics
One gaugeof die representativeness
of die survey samplewas its
correlationto die samplein die VIUS. The VIUS database,
released
in 2000 widi datafrom 1997,usesU.S. Departmentof Commerce
~ta on 131,000registeredtrucksto characterizedie roughly75 million registered trucks in die United States.The VIUS database
excludesvehiclesowned by federal, state,and local governments
and severalother vehicle types.The dataarecollectedby stratified
sampling.Aldiough die representativeness
ofdle VIUS is uncertain,
it is die largesttruck data J:etavailable [for details on die survey
designandanalysis.seedi~S
(1)]. The databasebasindividual
truck entriesandcanbe usedto cross-tabulate
andsegmentthetruck

~,

BroO;ck.Spsiing, and~~
the authors' survey reporting a higher proportion of single-truck
companies (27%) than did the VlUS database(12%). In summary,
the authorsbelieve that the survey is fairly representativeand not
subjectto too muchbias.
Truck usedatafrom die authors's.urveyandthe VIU S areshown
in Table 3. Responsesto questionson annual miles driven, total
lifetime miles on engine,range of driving, and fuel economyare
consistentwith the VlUS.

population to estimate the number of vehicles that meet a variety of
chosen characteristics (e.g., truck age, range, state of registration,
maximum gross vehicle weight, body type).
Several survey questions were formulated identical to those of the
vms so that the two samples could be compared. Trucks that had
grossvehicle weights of more than 26,<xx> lb (i.e., Class 7 and 8 trucks)
and that were reported to have traveled primarily more than 500 mi
from their home base (i.e., long-haul trucks) were used for comparison. Vehicle characteristics from the vms and the authors' survey
are compared in Table 2. Generally, vehicle characteristics reported
by truck drivers in the survey sample appear to be in close agreement with the vms with respect to distributions of body type, ownership, vehicle age, and fleet size. The largest discrepancy between
the two samples appears to be the ratio of owner-operators to fleet
drivers. The vms database reports that about 21 % of respondents
are owner-operators (including those driving a vehicle as an independent and those driving a vehicle that was leased to a company),
compared with 32% reported by the authors' survey. (That percentage
is very similar to the 30% owner-operator sample of the authors' previous pilot survey (16) and that reported by the trucking industry.) A
comparison of the vms and the authors' survey in regard to the distribution of company sizes also showed a marked difference, with

Driving and Idling Time
Results for key operational variables are shown in Figure 1. Although
averages are useful when making rough estimates, variation in truck
idling data is often so great that the average alone can be misleading.
Accordingly, results are presented as distributions as well as averages. Results indicate that an average long-haul truck driver travels
about 112,000 mi annually during a 292-day period. The distribution
is heavily weighted near the center, with more than half the drivers
traveling between 100,000 and 150,000 mi per year. More than twothirds of the drivers drove more than 100,000 mi per year. An average long-haul day includes about 10.4 h driving, about 5.9 h idling,
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andaboot3.3h with dx: ~
off (dJeseaverages~ baseddirectly
on driver responses).The numberof drivers who idle lessthan 1 h
a day, at about10%,is approximatelyequalto thenumberof drivers
who idle 10 h or more. Using responsesfor driving hours per day
andidle hoursper day, it is estimatedthat idling accountedfor 34%
of total engine run time. The distribution presentedin Figure I
showsthat there~ approximatelythe samenumberof b11cksthat
idle 10%or lessof enginerun time asthosethat idle at least55% of
the time. Multiplying ~h driver's averagedaily idle duration
(h/day) by annualbUCkoperation(day/year)revealedan averageof
1,700 h at idle per year per truck. Annual idle time is relatively
evenly distributedacrosstherangeof 500 to 2,500h/year.
The reportedvaluesfor daily time spentdriving and idling were
erroneous.Drivers wereaskedto divide their average24-hday into
time spent~h day with their enginesoff, driving, andidling. They
wereexplicitly told this shouldadd up to 24 h. The averagesum of
thesethreedaily valueswasonly 19.6h. Oneplausibleexplanation
for this error wasthedrivers' concernthattheir actualdriving hours
(which often exceededthe legal limit) would be repoI1edto authorities.1nfact, onc commonquestionwaswhetherthehoursof service
would be viewedby law enforcementor othergov~t
agencies.

It is oot clear bow best to cooect d1ediscrepancy in booB reported.
Some drivers admitted to intentionally underestimating their driving. Assuming that to be the case, it would be logical to add the
4.4 unaccounted-for hours into die driving category, and idling time
would remain at the 5.9 h reported. Alternatively, it is possible the
drivers misunderstood that three possible activities should sum to
24 h. In scaling up d1e~
daily values to sum to a full day (i.e., multiplying by 24 and dividing by 19.6), the average daily breakdown of
long-haul time would be 12.7 h driving, 7.2 h idling, and 4.1 h widt
d1emain engine off. Furd1ercomplicating dtis discrepancy, die inclusion of team drivers could account for the driving average being
higher d1anhours of service rules allow. Becausedtere is oot an obvious rationale for selecting which cona:non to apply to which survey,
it is possible to generalize only that the average daily idling time is
likely to be from 6 to 7 h.

Accessory Use
The earlier 200 I pilot survey. conducted during the summer in northern California. indicated dIat climate control is the primary nXltivation
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Survey responsesfor long-haultruck use and idling characteristics.

for trock idling during the course of the year, with air-conditioning
being cited more frequently than heating by drivers (16). The nationwide survey reported here similarly shows climate control to be the
most important reason for idling. However, responses from this survey ranked heating higher (81 % of drivers) than air-conditioning
(73%). This differing result from the two surveys could be due to the

more representative national sampling of drivers for the larger survey or it could indicate a faulty memory of drivers in the nationwide
survey. trying to remember summertime behavior while filling out
surveys in the winter. Drivers were allowed to select multiple motivations for idling. Powering accessorieswas checked as a reason for
idling by 35% of respondents; accessoriesused by drivers are shown

~
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in Table 4. Avoiding start-upproblems(13%), drowning out other
noise(9%), andreducingenginemaintenance(4%) were alsocited
by drivers asreasonsfor idling.

Idle Duration Variation
The effect of season on idle duration appears to be quite clear, as
shown in Table 5. Drivers indicated they idled about 5 h per day during the more moderate seasonsof spring and fall and about 7 h during winter and summer. The differences in idle duration averagesby
seasonwere statistically significant with a I-test for paired observations at a 90% confidence interval when compared with values for d1e
rest of the year. Values for fall and spring vary more with respect to
their means, with higher coefficients of variation (about 0.9) than
those for winter and summer (between 0.6 and 0.7). This difference
could be a result of more severe weather seasonsresulting in more
unavoidable or inflexible periods of idling, whereas idling during
the more moderate seasonscould be more discretionary.
Along with varying by season of operation, d1e amount of daily
idling appears to have some relation to truck ownership, driver's
company size, idling policies, and driver traits. In Table 6, average
idling duration is analyzed as a function of truck ownership, company
idling policies, and driver traits, with those that have statistically significant differences from the rest of the population highlighted in
bold. The differences between the means were tested at the 90%
confidence interval.

Owner~ratm.
those who own the vehicles they drive, tended to
have lower average daily idling duration: 5.1 v~us 6.1 h for all company fleet driv~. This difference may be due to the owner-operators'
better understanding and greater res~iveness to the higher operating costs (e.g., fuel and engine maintenance) associated with idling.
Indeed, attitudinal Likert-type questions indicated that to be the case.
Of owner-operators, 71 % either agreed or strongly agreed that they
were concerned that idling led to increasedexpensebecauseof higher
fuel consumption, and 57% either agreedor strongly agreedthat idling
leads to significantly higher engine maintenance and oil change costs.
These percentagesreported by owner-operators are both higher than
those reported by company driv~, who responded with 47% for fuel
consumption and 51 % for oil and maintenance costs.
Companies' policies or actions with regard to idling appear to have
some effect on idling duration. Driv~ for companies with no formal
program, method, or strategy to reduce idling idled about 1 h more per
day (6.4 h) than did those who were affected by any of the methods
listed. Those driv~with
companies that implemented some form of
idling training had the lowest averageidle time, 3.7 h/day. Idling training was the only idle reduction method that resulted in a statistically
significant difference in average daily idle duration. Other methods,
including financial incentives and the use of automatic engine shutoff
or start-up devices, resulted in idling times of 5.3 to 5.5 h/day. Driv~
from companies that issued some form of punishments for excessive
idling had slightly lower idling durations of about 5.1 h/day.
As indicated in Table 6, idling time also varies somewhat with
company size, though these differences were not found to be statis-
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tically significant.Among companieswith 25 or more tractors,the
averageidling durationwasaboutthe sameor slightly lower thanthe
surveyaverageof approximately6 h/day. However,the averagefor
the small fleetsof 2 to 24 tractorswas higher (6.5) than the survey
average(5.9). This result hints that larger firms may be more successfulat implementingformal strategies(e.g.,fuel economybonus,
automaticidling shutoff) to reduceidling. Someevidencefor this is
TABLE7 TruckCompanyEfforts to ReduceIdling

seenin Table 7, which catalogsthe methodstakenby different size
fleetsto reduceidling. Small fleetsof 2 to 24 tractorswerethe most
likely (with 58% of responses)of any companysize group to offer
no programor strategyto reduceidling. Owner-operatorsare most
likely to pursueno idle reductionstrategies,with 62% of responses.
The largestcompanies,with more than 1,000tractors,were most
likely to havesomeprogrampr strategyto reduceidling amongtheir
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drivers, with higher percentagesd1anthe average for all drivers in all
strategy categories (i.e., finaocial incentives, automatic shutoff, etc.).
The oldest and most experienced drivers (more than 50 years old,
more than 30 years of professional driving) bad notably lower idling
durations. These two driver trait subgroups were the only ones with
statistically significant differeIK:es in idling patterns from the rest of
the sample. Compared with the overall average of about 6 b spent at
idle per day, drivers who were 50 years or older averaged only 5.0 b
per day, and those that had professionally driven for at least 30 years
averaged about 3.6 b. The nature of this trend is unclear, but possible factors conld be the increased experience these drivers bad with
the long-tenD costs of idling, their higher likelihood of owning their
trucks, their decreased overall workload in older age (their average
daily driving times were also lower), or their increased sensitivity to
idling-related sleep discomfort.

Engine Operation at Idle
Engine speed, measured in revolutions per minute (rpm), has a substantial effect on fuel consumption and emissions of heavy-duty
trucks at idle (7, 10, 12, 19). Because drivers can adjust the setting
for engine speed. infonnation was ~ted
about d1eengine revolutions per minute setting and whether and for what reason drivers
change that setting. GeoeraIly, factory default settings for engines
are lower than those that drivers reported to us, ranging from 600 to
100 rpm. When respondents were asked the idle speed of their
engines, the average response was about 810 rpm, with responses
fairly evenly distributed from 600 to 1,200 rpm and small peaks
around 650 and 1,000 rpm (see Figure 2). While responses might
have been biased by winterti~ interviewing, similar responseswere
received in the summer 2001 California pilot survey, with a mean
8l:cesSCXY
loading engine speed of 850 rpm and peaks in d1edistribution of responses greater and less than the mean (16). About 33%
of drivers reponed that they perilXlical1y change their engine speed
from their more usual setting. Drivers offered many different explanations for changing their engine speed, including increased power
for air-conditioning, increasedelecuic power for accesS<Xies,
reduced
engine vibration, reduced engine noise, redlK:edproblems with respect
to oil (maintain oil pressure, circulation), and ability to maintain sufficiently high engine temperature in the winter. It should be noted
that drivers do not always adjust to the same speed or for the same
time duration. For example, some drivers indicated increasing engine
speedfor increasedpower for a particular 8CceSS(Xy
for several hours,
while others increased engine speed for consecutive months while
driVing in northern winter climateS.
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Fuel Consumption
figure 3 shows the disbibution of reported fuel economy values.
The responses were fairly evenly disuibuted from 6 to 6.5 mi/gal.
Dividing the reported annual miles driven by the reported annual
fuel economy gives an estimate of the total diesel fuel consumption
per vehicle. Using this method of approximating total annual fuel
use. it is found that 70% of driver respondents consumed between
about 10.CXX>
and 24.(xx) gal of diesel per year. with a mean of about
19.CXX>
gal.
The amount of fuel consumed while the vdlicle is at idle was estimated from the reported engine speedat idle. As stated above. engine
speed (rpm) has a substantial effe(:t OIl fuel consumption of beavyduty trucks at idle (7,10,12, ]9). Although accessory loading from
the alternator elecbic loads and the air-conditioning compressor
consumes substantial energy. engine speed appearsto be much more
important. A strong relationship was found between idle fuel consumption and engine speed by using data from an EPA study with
42 different tests on nine idling trucks of different model years
with different loading conditions (10). A linear regression model
(r = 0.81) was used. This general regression. including results for
all idling conditions in the EP A report. was used to derive the idling
fuel consumption, in gallons of diesel fuel per hour. from the idle
engine speedsreported for each driver.
On the basis of survey data about engine speed at idle, the annual
idling fuel consumption and the associated cost for each driver were
estimated. As shown in Figure 4 the mean result for instantaneous
idling fuel consumption is 0.85 gaI/h. Ninety pen:ent of respondent
cases fall between 0.5 and 1.5 gal/h. Annual idled fuel consumption in gallons per truck per year was estimated by multiplying
these results by each driver response for daily idle duration (h/day)
and annual trock operation (day/year) (see Figure 4). The mean
annual fuel used during idle is 1,600 gal. but the standard deviation of about 1.300 indicates that the values vary widely. More
than 25% of responses for idled fuel are more than 2.300 gal of
fuel per year. and 10% are more than 3.400 gal per year. In turn.
these values were translated into the total cost of the idled fuel for
each driver using the Energy Information Administration' s data on
spot diesel prices (21). The average U.S. diesel price during the
period from January 21.2002. to January 13.2003 (the year dire(:tly
preceding the administration of the survey). was $1.33/gal. At
those prices the average truck idled about $2.000 per year worth
of fuel. but an estimated 25% of drivers used more than $3.CXX>
per
year of fuel during idle, and 10% of drivers spent more than $4.500
per year.
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was not directly

Reportedend calculetedfuel consumptioncherecteristicsof long-h8ul trucks.
Number

Variable

reported on by surveyors and was calculated as (annual miles driven) I (mpg).

of

Mean
Driver
(st. dev.)
Resoonses

7~ %-tile.
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Distribution
100
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consumption
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0.85
(0.30)

1.0,
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0
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(1274)

2,370,
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.
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""If
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2,178
(1,697)

3.170.
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0
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These distributions were not di~y
reported by survey~.
but were calculated as indicated by the footnotes to this table.
Derived from EP A test data on idle engine speed (rpm) and fuel use. Linear regression model generated the following relationship

.

b

with

r2 =0.81: (gal/b)

Calculated

C

= 0.0011

(rpm) - 0.0099 [for test data see Lim. 2000 (10)].

as (gal/b idled) (b idled/day)

(days/yr operation).

Calculated as (annual idled fuel gai/yr) (diesel SIgal). diesel price is averagefrom 1/21/02 to 1/13~3. $1.33 per gallon. the year
directly preceding the survey (21).

FIGURE
4 Co" andquen\i'Yof idling fuel consumptionfor long-heultrucks.
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